Exterior Frame: 2" Square Rolled Steel Tube Structure. Matte Black Finish with Powdercoat

Interior Frame: 1" Square Rolled Steel Tube Structure. Matte Black Finish with Powdercoat

Sign Panels: 3/16" Replacable Steel Panels Painted "Creighton Blue" & "Medium Grey" Finish

Graphics: Dark Blue Vinyl Logo #220-387
Black Vinyl Copy #220-12

SPECIFICATIONS:
- NEW D/V GROUND DIRECTORY
- 177 REPLACEABLE STEEL PANEL FACES PAINTED "CREIGHTON BLUE" (PMS #288C) AND "MEDIUM GREY" (Color to be Submitted)
- GRAPHICS: "DARK BLUE" #220-387 (Logo) & "BLACK" #220-12 (Copy)
- FACES INSTALLED ON INTERIOR 1" x 1" SQUARE TUBE FRAME STRUCTURE
- INSTALLED ON CONCRETE PAD (By Other)
- NON-ILLUMINATED

FREESTANDING BUILDING SIGNAGE

SCALE: 1" = 1' - 0"

DUE TO THE NATURE OF COLOR REPRODUCTION, THE COLORS ON THIS DRAWING MAY VARY FROM ACTUAL COLORS. ACTUAL MATERIAL COLOR SAMPLES ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

THIS IS AN ORIGINAL UNPUBLISHED DRAWING BY NEON PRODUCTS CO. SUBMITTED FOR YOUR APPROVAL. NOT TO BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT THE PERMISSION OF NEON PRODUCTS CO.
No Smoking in this Area

New SIF Regulation Display
Scale: 3" = 1' - 0"

SPECIFICATIONS:
"FURNISH & INSTALL (1) SIF 12" X 18" PRE-FINISHED WHITE ALUMINUM PANEL WITH 5M SCOTCHGLASS GRAPHICS APPLIED AS SHOWN

"DISPLAY MOUNTED AS DIRECTED - USING PRE-DRILLED 9/32" MOUNTING HOLES AT TOP & BOTTOM OF DISPLAY PANEL.

DUE TO THE NATURE OF COLOR REPRODUCTION, THE COLORS ON THIS DRAWING MAY VARY FROM ACTUAL COLORS. ACTUAL MATERIAL COLOR SAMPLES ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

This is a non-final unpublished drawing by Neon Products Co. Submit for your approval. Not to be reproduced without the permission of Neon Products Co.